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"Die when I may, I want it said of me by those who

know me best, that I plucked a thistle and planted

a flower, wherever I thought a flower would grow. "2

Asked to evaluate economically the candidate list for endangered

d threatened plant species in the continental United States,-^ I faced

problems, (1) paucity of economic data on endangered species,

) difficulty in eliminating personal biases. The first problem was

leviated by taking a generic approach; the second, by objectively
^

signing two novices to the compilation. Mary Cepko and Janet Kluve

\re new to economic botany and had developed no biases. They were

cmmissioned to compare the candidate species with a cosmopolitan useful

I
ant list and a cosmopolitan weed list we had not used before.

First we alphabetized the list of genera with "listed" species.

/'listed" species, I define as a species ainong the proposed candidates

r the threatened or endangered species lists. -^ A "listed" genus, I

(fine as a genus containing one or more "listed" species. Then we

..nsul^ed Usher's A DICTIONARY OF PLATiTS USE13 BY MAN^ and counted the

eful species in each "listed" genus. This number, a crude index of

le world's useful species in each genus, is recorded mTable 1. No

.menclatural cr taxonomic judpients were made. If a useful species was

ted under a "listed" genus, the useful species was counted. Then we

onsulted a composite world weed index compiled by Sandy Lyon and

)uAnne Morehead^ by merging the WSSAWeed List (1971), ' C. R. Gunn's^
^

ipublished list of noxious weed seeds of the 50 States, John Dickson s

ipublished list of tropical weeds in 8 different banana growing areas,

id Clyde F. Reed's^O unpublished list of more than 1000 species of weeds

cotic to the United States. The number of weed species in "listed" genera

1 this Composite List is also reported in Table 1. For example, Abut i Ion

Lth a score of 12+ and 3- has 12 useful species in Usher, and 3 weed

jecies in the Composite List. This might be further taken to indicate

lat this genus has more "virtues than vices," that it has a positive

-onomic value. On the other hand, Agrimonia with 1 useful species and

weed species has a negative economic score.

An obscure species in a genus is more likely to share the economic

otential of the genus as a whole, than that of another genus. Hence

able 1 objectively hints at the economic potential of a genus, and

ence of an obscure listed species in that genus. If a species is obscure

ecause of a relict or refugium distribution, it might be argued that

t constitutes no weed threat in immediate geological time. However, if

he limited distribution of an endangered species is due to recent

volution rather than gradual extinction, the species could have weed

otential. Weeds cost America about 5 billion dollars per year. About

5"^ of the worst weeds in the United States are introduced species. At one

ime, these weeds also had a very limited distribution in the United
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States. If their overseas population had not been known to the student
of the American population, these first invaders might well have been
classified as endangered species.

Three arguments have been raised for conservation of the "listed"
species and I believe all have some merit. I list these in what I think
IS descending order of economic importance. (1) They could have (an
unknown and unpredictable) economic potential in their germplasm (nearly
551 of the listed genera, e.g. , have one or more species which have shown'
some activity in R. E. Perdue 's-'--'^ cancer screening program). (2) Species
diversity makes an ecosystem more stable. (Diversity could be maintainedm a given habitat by substituting a useful species for an endangered
species with lesser economic potential. The Plant Taxonomy Laboratory
IS developing a system using non- endangered plant species as indicators
of habitats suitable for endangered species). (3) The preservation of
endangered species contributes to the preservation of a natural ecosystem
Are there any natural ecosystems? Are they better than artificial
ecosystems? In whose eyes? For worse or better, some Americans prefer
a lawn to a savanna, an orchard to a woodlot, and a pine plantation to
a virgin forest. There are good reasons for maintaining all these
habitats. But Man's introduced exotics have probably crept into nearly
all habitats of the United States, so that the natural habitat is already
tainted. Is it natural for man to preserve artificially a species that
would have suffered extinction naturally? Is it natural for man to
increase artifically the numbers of endangered species to the point that
some unpredicted weed potential might be unleashed? Whether the answer
to these questions is positive or negative, economic criteria should
be considered along with aesthetic criteria in determining which habitats
and listed" species deserve more research and more protective measures
We probably have the expertise to save and increase most or all of the
"listed" species. But which should be increased? Economic evaluation is
important in establishing priorities.

Uuke and Terrelll2 Ust 1000 species in their Crop Diversification
Matrix. Only 0.3% of those "crop" species are "listed," Juglan s hindsii
Limnanthes bakeri

, and a variety of Limnanthes douglasii Cross
checking the "listed" species with the WSSA list, we find only two "listed
species: Ceanothus cyaneus and Taxus floridana, on both lists. Although
Taxus may be poisonous to cattle, many people, perhaps even the WSSA
would not consider it a weed. In the WSSA list, tree species are included
which are not necessarily weeds. Perhaps their composite weed list
contains some species which some of their contributors would not regard
as weeds. Subtaxa of 14 other 'Veed" species are "listed", a subspecies
of Artemisia cana, Stillingia sylvatica , and varieties of Cerastium
arvense, Chrysothamnus nauseosus . Croton glandulosus . Erigeron pulchell us

,

Uex opaca, Opuntia imbricata . Oryzopsis hymenoides 7 Persea borbonia ,
'

Quercus shumardii
, Rhus trilobata . Rudbeckia trilob a, and Sporobolus

neglectus .

~" -^

Some of the tallies in Table 1 surprise me. Usher seems to give
more weight to obscure medicinal and ritual than to ornamental uses! I
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luld give Helianthus a positive score, since it contains 3 rather

portant vegetables , artichoke, sunchoke, and sunflower. Usher cites

I species of Antirrhinum , the snapdragon genus, but H. M. Cathey,-"--^

iggests that the annual value of the snapdragon industry in the United

ates is in excess of 10 million dollars. I would give Antirrhinum

positive (useful) score, but Table 1 scores it neutral. Many of the

•ass genera (e.g., Digitaria) have more negative (weed) then positive

iseful) species according to the Table, but I would give them a positive

;ore because of their potential for fodder and forage.

With these reservations in mind, and remembering that a useful

)ecies is defined only as one cited by Usher, and a weed is defined

ily as one cited in one of four weed lists, I summarize the table,

f the more than 500 genera with "listed" species, only about 8% score

;rictly negative (on at least one weed list, no useful reports), 15^ are

:rictly positive (some useful species, none on weed lists), 25% have more

;gative than positive scores, while 34% have more positive than negative

)ecies. The largest category, 411, represents neutral genera, with as

my useful species as show up on the weed lists. Three-fourths of the

mera have positive or neutral scores, only one-fourth have negative

;ores. Without further study, I would give higher priority to the

idangered species in strongly positive genera, lesser priority to

\e threatened species in strongly negative genera.
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ABRONIA
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DIPLACUS
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LYTHRUM
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SIDALCEA


